* SOME TRAINS IN LINE 4 STOP IN V. ANDRÉS ESTELLÉS OR GO TO FIRA. BE CAREFUL.

1. OCTUBRE CENTRE DE CULTURA CONTEMPORÀNIA
   C/ SANT FERRAN, 12
2. CENTRE CULTURAL LA BENEFICIÈNCIA
   C/ CORONA, 36
3. RESTAURANT HABITUAL
   MERCAT DE COLOM
   C/ JORGE JUAN, 19
4. RESTAURANT MON
   C/ S. VICENT MÀRTIR, 23
5. ESCOLA TÈCNICA SUPERIOR D'ENGINYERIA (ETSE-UV)
   AV. UNIVERSITAT S/N
   BURJASSOT

DIRECTIONS TO ETSE-UV
1: METRO & TRAM
CHANGE FROM LINE 1 TO LINE 4
IN EMPALME UNTIL TVV

DIRECTIONS TO ETSE-UV
2: BUS 63
XÀTIVA ST. IN FRONT OF NORTH STATION
FROM THE CITY CENTRE, THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING CAN BE EASILY REACHED IN ABOUT 30 MINUTES BY:

BUS EMT NUMBER 63: FROM "XATIVA-INSTITUT" STOP (OPPOSITE THE RAILWAY STATION) TO "VICENT ANDRÉS ESTELLÉS - FACULTAT DE FARMÀCIA" STOP.

A COMBINATION OF METRO & TRAM: TAKE THE METRO (LINE 1) AT "PLAÇA D'ESPAÑA" STOP, ANY TRAIN DIRECTED TO "BÉTERA" OR "LLIRIA/PATENA" WILL WORK. CHANGE TO TRAM AT "EMPALME" STOP AND TAKE THE TRAIN TOWARDS "MAS DEL ROSARI/LLOMA LLARGA TERRAMELAR". GET OFF AT "TVV" STOP, LOCATED RIGHT AT THE ENTRANCE OF THE ETSE-UV.

JUST BY TRAM (LINE 4): YOU CAN GET ON AT "PONT DE FUSTA" STOP USE TRAMS GOING TOWARDS "MAS DEL ROSARI" OR "LLOMA LLARGA TERRAMELAR". AND GET OFF AT "TVV" STOP, LOCATED RIGHT AT THE ENTRANCE OF THE ETSE-UV.

* SOME TRAINS IN LINE 4 STOP IN V. ANDRÉS ESTELLÉS OR GO TO FIRA. BE CAREFUL.